
COMMISSIONER’S MESSAGE

THE ‘THIRD DIMENSION’
AS there are several articles in this 

Platypus dealing with overseas mat
ters, it is timely for me to discuss briefly 
what I call the ‘third dimension’ of the 
AFP after ACT Policing and the 
Australia-wide investigative element: 
that of International Branch and its 
liaison officers.

The International Branch, operating as 
part of Investigations Department, is the 
focal point within the AFP for matters 
relating to the Force’s overseas posts. 
The Branch coordinates the activities of 
AFP Liaison Officers attached to Austra
lian Missions and police agencies over
seas, and collects, evaluates and dissemi
nates intelligence received from the offic
ers and other intelligence sources.

In today’s society where the preserva
tion of peace and the enforcement of 
justice is placing greater demands on 
police, especially in the area of interna
tional enquiries, there is a greater need 
for cohesion between police forces 
throughout the world. Organised crime 
recognises no boundaries and neither 
should law enforcement agencies be con
fined by national borders and narrow self 
interests. Through its International 
Branch and ultimately the overseas 
liaison officers, the requests for overseas 
assistance by the AFP are ever increas
ing. By way of reciprocation, any matters 
that come to the notice of AFP members 
that would be of interest to any overseas 
law enforcement agency, should be for
warded to International Branch for dis
semination.

The initial overseas role was inherited 
from the former Bureau of Narcotics and

the then Commonwealth Police. It was, 
however, quite limited. The expansion 
since then has not just been in the 
number of posts: the work generated 
through an ever increasing flow of intelli
gence has been vast in the last five years, 
and has resulted in this facet of the AFP 
becoming of great importance.

Generally, the overseas post workload 
is drug oriented with Bangkok, Kuala 
Lumpur, Jakarta, Islamabad and (to a 
lesser extent) Wellington being typical 
examples. Hong Kong and Singapore 
however incorporate a strong commercial 
crime element, while Manila’s role, until 
recently, was primarily one of criminal 
intelligence. The London, Honolulu, 
Los Angeles and Washington Posts’ roles 
are multi-faceted dealing with the full 
spectrum of criminal activity. Both the 
Washington and London offices have the 
additional responsibilities of liaising at a 
higher level of host country Government 
and law enforcement agencies. London is 
responsible also for AFP liaison through
out con tin tentai Europe; Washington for 
AFP liaison in Canada and through 
Central and South America.

It is important to Australia that the 
AFP be well represented on the interna
tional policing scene. It enables us to 
receive and give crime intelligence and 
information on matters which, while they 
may be occurring beyond Australia, 
could well impinge on the States or our 
own internal policing. A case in point is 
the recent and successful Operation Oys
ter, which resulted in the disruption of a 
substantial heroin importation from 
Pakistan to Australia. This success can in

part be attributed to the excellent links 
our liaison officers have forged, which 
gave them access to the intelligence 
necessary to enable AFP members in 
Australia to bring the operation to a 
successful conclusion. There have been a 
number of other less well publicised, but 
still important successes which were 
possible only because of the effective 
gathering of vital intelligence by our 
liaison officers.

It is also true to say that the standing of 
the AFP in the international law enforce
ment forum has never been higher and 
that we are a major force in this area. 
There is a close professional relationship 
between the AFP and most senior over
seas police agencies which is reflected in 
sound operational cooperation and 
mutual benefit. The professionalism and 
dedication of our liaison officers has built 
up a reservoir of goodwill and trust 
which has contributed to the high regard 
in which we are held.

All ranks of the AFP should be aware 
that the role performed by this ‘third 
dimension’ of AFP policing is an essen
tial one, both to the AFP and to other 
Australian law enforcement agencies, 
and the excellent work being carried out 
in this area further enhances the AFP’s 
reputation. It complements our com
munity and national policing work, with 
continual efforts on all three fronts: it 
offers also an interesting and challenging 
variation to ‘standard’ police careers, 
which I commend to all members with 
the necessary qualifications and experi-
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